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METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART. 

IS a fitting preface to the Museum and its collec 
~, 1. tioln, the west entrance-hall contains the mocdern 

statues. The first illustration gives an excellent 

idea of the fine appearance of this hall. To the 
left is Story's 

I 
Medea,' and to the right Powers's 

l____ statue of 'California.' Back of the 'Medea' is 
a seated figure of ' Semiramis,' also by Story. 

There are numerous full-length figures and busts in this hall, and 
their arrangement is excellent. A head of Benjamin Franklin, by 

Houdlon, will always attract the attention of visitors, from its 
truthfulness and artistic excellence. This collection may be coIn 
sider-ed as the nucleus around wvhich other statues wvill be grouped 
in time, as the architectural plans allowv of certaini develop 

ments. In fact, the vhole buildling now occupied by the Metro 
politan Museum forms but a fragment of that larger edifice 

which will be assuredly built around it at n1o very distant date. Then 
that fiontage on the park, devoted to statues, will have a curved 
sweep, affording ample room] for further display. A great want in 
the museums devoted to art in the United States is the absence 
of Greek statues. A cast of the Hermes lately discovered at Olym 
pia, now gracing the entrance-lhall, throws most decidedly in the 
shadle all the modern productions. The difficulty of procuring 
undoubted original Greek statues, or even Ronan ones, of a good 
periocl, is very great. Still, if the 1\'ietropolitan Mfuseum is to be 
conisiclered as that higher college of Art wvhence students are to 
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obtain a better acquaintance with what is really grand and classic, 
casts should be obtained, when originals are not procurable. 

The examination of the various objects in bronze belonging 

to the Cesnola collection affords the amplest opportunity for 
study. Archeologists have of late years somewhat modified their 
ideas as to the source whence were derived the two materials, tin 
and copper, which, when combined, make bronze. Up to the 
last few years it was thought that the Phcenicians, deriving their 
supplies of tin and copper from Britain, alone furnished the sup 
plies for the ancient metal-consuming races. Modern research 
has, however, shown beyond a doubt that the Etruscans had, in 
Italy, mines of both copper and tin, and made bronze among the 
very first. Burton's later discoveries in the land of Midian also 
seem to show that Egypt must have obtained her metals from this 
country. Very often in archaeological study, while we are endea 
vouring to accommodate facts to speculations, simpler causes pre 
sent themselves, and offer easy solutions to complex subjects. In 
the prehistoric period, as in the bronze age, this compound metal 

was, of course, in certain localities, exceedingly scarce, but every 
thing leads us to suppose that in early historical times it was 
comparatively plenty. 'Ihe materials which Britain furnished 

might have been but a quota of that brought to old Greece, Italy, 
and the Mediterranean islands, in the early periods. Britain was 
almost unknown for some centuries before Caesar; and bronze, so 
largely in use by the inhabitants of Italy, must have been derived 
from nearer sources. 

Clay being first used for vases, the shapes employed were fol 
lowed afterwards in bronze. But metallurgy having eventually 
formed a better class of workmen, vessels in bronze must have, in 
the times that came after, been taken as models by the clay-work 
ers. We see, then, persistence in form, as has been before stated, 
in describing the earthenware of the Cesnola collection, where the 
shapes in bronze in certain objects have been copied in the baser 

material. The durability of the bronze alone would account for 
these preservations of shapes. It would be quite impossible to as 
sert, with any amount of precision, whether the bronzes coming from 

Curium, a part of the Cesnola collection, were of Cyprian make. 

From the character of the ancient work found in the island, the 

general impression would be that they were derived from foreign 

sources, because, in form and make, they are far superior to the 

earthenware. Occasionally an ornamentation recalls such decora 

tion as was in vogue in Cyprus, but these articles might have been 

made by foreign workmen, to supply the wants of a peculiar market. 

It should be always borne in mind, in archaeological studies, that 

the same circumstances which dictate trade in manufactures to 

day were in vogue two thousand or more years ago. 
In Group XI. are four objects in bronze. The first is a strainer, 

with handles, possibly used for wine. The second is a jug, perfect 

in model, and absolutely familiar. The flat, dish-like bronze has 

an outer bronze ring, with ornamentations. These decorations are 

shaped like the knuckle-bones of animals. They are placed around 

the dish at different intervals. Possibly the two pairs on the oppo 

site sides, which are the nearer, held a handle, while the others 

have been lost. The use of the last vase, with a kind of hook or 

agraffe, with its long, square spout ending in a lion's head, can 

not be determined. It might have been used for sacrificial pur 

poses, as the dropping of oil in the fire. It has been suggested 

that the spout was passed through some partition of a building, 

the vase being concealed behind a wall. However, the handle 

seems to show that it was intended to be carried about. The 

whole work is very good, and the preservation of the piece per 

fect. 
Group XII. contains two capital objects, the large cauldron 

shaped vases. The first has a diameter of twenty inches, the 

second of some twenty-five inches. The handles on the lower 

bronze are very peculiar, ending in a lotus-shape. The small vase 

to the right, on top, is graceful in form, and has a well-turned 

handle. The depression on top in the mouth is frequently re 

peated in the ceramic collection coming from Cyprus. The last 

vase, on the right hand at the bottom, is certainly Greek, and of a 

goocl period. The han(dle, which comes to the very top, termi 

nates in a lion's head, which grasps in the mouth the egg-pattern 

around the top of the vase. The form is full and ample, though 

the spout is insignificant. By comparing the outlines of this vase 
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with the one in Group V. (the vase with the woman's head), save 
that in the last the spouts are doubled, the persistency of form 

may be found. 
In Group XIII. we have numerous objects, most of which be 

long to the toilette of the old Greeks. The round bronze sus 
pended from a hook, the hanicles terminating in cows' heads, is 
a mirror-case. Similar cases, of Etruscan and Grecian origin, 
are found all over Europe. rhe circles engraved on it recall the 
geometrical figures, before spoken of, in the small earthenware 
vases. This case contained the mirror, which was detached. In 
former times (they are even in use to-clay) we nmade a small porta 
ble pocket glass in a box very much in the same wvay. The mir 

rors were of bronze, covered with tin, and female slaves, with their 
soft palms, constantly burnished the faces. These covers are often 

miracles of refiozess6 work, and are among the most prized of all 
antique objects. Generally they reproduce some Homeric or my 
thological story, xvith a realistic tenclency, different from the backs 
of the mirrors themselves, which wrere engraved. The engraving 
is by no means deep, only finely scratchecl. The mirrors are more 
conventional in design, even archaic. Those found in Etruria 

may be considered as models, wlhich all the rest of the old workers 
in metal followed. The finest collections of mirrors known are to 
be found in the Italian museums. Unfortunately, Nwe do not possess 
in the United States any good examples of this kind of work. 

Bronze-work was certainly at its climnax during the Etruscan period, 
but after Etruria was lost as a nationality, though Italy retained 
its bronze-workers, the art declined in strength and virility, ap 
proaching to effeminacy. Such bronze as comes from Pompeii 
is pretty and pretentious, but is wanting in vigour. But in Greece 
proper, Art in bronze, shaking off all conventionalism, was even 
finer than the Etruscan, its best period being that of Phidias. 
The British Museum, and the Louvre, with the BibliothAque Na 
tionale, possess.the finest examples of true Greek work in bronze. 

To the right and left are two fan-shaped mirrors, the one to the 
left ornamented in an Egyptian manner, the disk of the sun, with 
the two wings. These shapes are peculiar to Asia Minor and 

Egypt. In the centre is a bronze box, not very much unlike our 

toilette-powder receptacle of to-clay. The shell-shaped bronze was 
possibly used for ointment. Across it is a pair of twveezers. In 
vention went very far in tweezers in antique times, and they are 
found in many shapes. Some have a straight piece of metal be 
tween the tongs, so that the depilatory process was very much 
facilitated. The four bronze objects leaning to the right and left 
are pins for the hair, two made like oar-blades. We have revived 
to-day the fiblza, or safety-pin, twenty centuries old, though it sur 
vived during all ages. The curved implement between the fbulcza 
is a s/rzg-iilzlm, or bath scraper, numbers of which are found in all 
parts of old Greece. Our own American Indians used a bone, of 
the same shape. 

In all these bronzes there is not one which recalls the Cyprian 

Gioutp XII. 
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Group XIII. 

manner of treatment, save in the ornamentation of the double 
handles of the large vessel in Group XIII. The art is excellent, 
the same as belongs to the Etruscans, with but the faintest ap 
proach in a single object to an Egyptian inspiration. All were 
possibly imported into Cyprus. We cannot but have the utmost 
respect for the metal-workers of that olden time. All that they 
produced was excellent, and they were imbued with a very clear 
perception of what was beautiful in Art. An analysis of the 

materials used shows that the old Greek or Etruscan was perfectly 
familiar with the exact proportions of tin and copper necessary to 
produce the best of bronzes. The Cesnola collection contains a 
certain nurnber of bronze swords, spear-heads, bronze axes, and a 

most interesting series of detached ornamental objects, showing 
how universal was the use of this metal. Many of these objects 
are deeply coated with oxide and verdigris, but some are almost as 
perfect as when they left the maker's hands. 

Keys of simple and complicated form are of the remotest anti 
quity, when all the intricacies of warcls were Nvell known. There 
are very small rings twenty-two hundre(d years old, which, too 

minute for use, represenited some symbolic idea. Egyptian keys, 
precisely similar to those in the Cesnola collection, are quite common. 

The bronzes from Dali are among the best in the Cesnola 
collection, and are infinitely superior in art to the terra-cotta 

figures found with them. Even such remnants of arms as of 
javelins and spear-heads are conceived in a higher plane of Art. 

As both vell-fashioned arms and ungainly figures are found in 
tombs together, apparently contemporaneous, either the bronze 
came from another country, or archaic types were buried, through 
some old custom, with the dead. Of the two arguments, the first 
seems to be the more natural. 

I X I ! V.1 F 
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